W hat Do Yo u Say?

What Does The HCDP Say?








Horry County Democrats say they are deeply concerned about the direction our country is headed under
the new Republican Administration and people are taking action.
They say their numbers of volunteers are growing as their plans and dreams to expand efforts to educate
voters and support candidates.
They say they want to offer prospective candidates financial support, provide training materials, and
other opportunities for successful campaigns.
They say they want to expand their online presence as well as reach out to those voters who rely on
traditional means of communication.
They say they want to rent strategically placed billboards and purchase air time and ads with local media
during campaigns.
They say they want to offer community educational forums on important state and local issues.
The Democrat Party says they are limited only by their imaginations and financial resources.

What Do I Say?











I'm a Republican because the principles of the Republican Party align with my beliefs. I am pro-life,
pro-marriage, and believe in the limited government our founding fathers had ordained. I am very
grateful for the opportunities this great country has given me and my family.
I am a Republican because I believe when government removes itself from everyday life we as a people
and as a nation are much more prosperous.
I believe individuals, not always government, can make the best decisions; all people are entitled to
equal rights; and decisions are best made close to home. These basic principles are as true today as they
were when the Party was founded.
I believe that less government intervention, less taxation and more individual and personal responsibility
are cornerstone principles of this great Nation. I would like the Republican party to always strive to
provide us with better tools to achieve equality of opportunities for those who work hard in this
Country."
I have learned that personal responsibility and a government closer to the people is supremely better for
businesses and individuals than an intrusive federal government that led to personal dependency through
liberal programs.
I believe the grand power of the United States hinges on a competitive, free market economy in order to
protect life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
I believe Republicans are also best suited to maintain the balance of power between the three branches
of government: Executive, Legislative, and Judicial. Conservative Presidents and Governors nominate,
and conservative Senators confirm, good, honest judges who interpret the laws and who do not act like
super-legislators from the bench.
I also believe the Republican party puts better emphasis and more resources into fighting crime and
illegal drugs, encouraging educational reform and options, providing energy independence, restricting
illegal immigration, assuring health care, limiting taxes, and esteeming traditional marriage and family
values.

